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Composition inside a word

Warm up

• How do we define the meaning of cat using set-theoretical notation and λ-notation?

• But ... what is the semantic difference between cat and cats? In other words, what is the meaning of
the plural morpheme -s?

1 Singular versus plural

1.1 Sum vs. atomic

• Previously, we interpreted (1) as a conjunctive proposition that involves ellipsis. The conjunctive
and coordinates two sentences.

(1) Andy and Billy left. “ ‘Andy left and Billy left.’ leftpaq ^ leftpbq

Another approach is to interpret Andy and Billy as a generalized quantifier:

(2) S

DPxet,ty

Andy and Billy

VPxe,ty

Vitr

left

a. JAndy and BillyK “ λPxe,tyrP paq ^ P pbqs

b. JAndy and BillyKpJleftKq “ pλPxe,tyrP paq ^ P pbqsqpλx.leftpxqq “ leftpaq ^ leftpbq

In both approaches above, and functions as a sentential conjunctive. But, in (3), the conjunctive and
cannot be interpreted as a sentential connective:

(3) Andy and Billy formed the team. ‰ ‘Andy formed the team, and Billy formed the team.’

• The argument of the predicate formed the team is Andy and Billy, which denotes a sum (of type e):

(4) a. JAndy and BillyK “ a‘ b

b. Jformed the teamKpJAndy and BillyKq “ formed-the-teampa‘ bq

• In comparison, proper nouns like Andy and Billy denote atomic entities.
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1.2 Semantics of singular/plural

• Ontology of individuals (Sharvy 1980, Link 1983):

A singular common noun boy denotes a set consisting of only atomic entities, while the number-
neutral counterpart kid(s) denotes a set consisting of both atomic and sum entities.

(5) *kid “ t
À

X : X Ď kidu, where
À

X refers to the sum of all the members of X .

a‘ b‘ c

a‘ b a‘ c b‘ c

a b c kid

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

*kid

• There are two views on the meaning of the plural:

– The exclusive view: The plural noun kids means ‘two or more kids’. (Link 1983, Chierchia 1998)

(6) JkidsK “ *kid´ kid “ ta‘ b, ..., a‘ b‘ cu

Because:

(7) I have kids. “ ‘I have two or more kids.’

Nevertheless, kids doesn’t take an exclusive reading under negation:

(8) I don’t have kids. = ‘It is not the case that I have one or more kids.’
‰ ‘It is not the case that I have two or more kids.’

– The inclusive view: Plural nouns are semantically number-neutral. The plural noun kids means
‘one or more kids’. (Krifka 1986; Sauerland 2003; Sauerland et. al. 2005; Chierchia 2010)

(9) JkidsK “ *kid “ ta, b, c, a‘ b, ..., a‘ b‘ cu

The exclusive inference (i.e., the not-just-one-inference) is a scalar implicature, roughly:

(10) I have kids.
a. ALT (I have kids) = {I have kids, I have a kid}

= {I have one or more kids, I have exactly one kid}
b. O [I have kids] = [I have one or more kids] ^ [I have exactly one kid]

Discussion: Following the inclusive view, can you explain why the plural noun kids doesn’t take
an exclusive reading in (8)?
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• The plural noun kids can now be derived compositionally from its two morphemes:

(11) kids
λxe.*kidpxq

N

kid
λxe.kidpxq

[+PL]

-s
λPxe,ty.*P

1.3 Composition inside a word?

• In many cases, however, the meaning of word is not always compositionally derived from the
meaning of its morphemes. (For example, the meaning of the Russian word dnevnik ‘diary’ is not
exhausted by that of dnev- ‘day’ and -nik ‘things associated with ...’)

Moreover, the semantic relation between the morphemes are quite random. (work-er vs. cook-er)

Discussion: Can you think of more cases where the meaning of a complex word form is composi-
tional/ non-compositional?

2 Uniqueness of the again

• The uniqueness effects of the-NPSG

(12) a. [Pointing to one boy.] “I know the boy.”
b. [Pointing to two boys.] “# I know the boy.”

Previously, we captured this uniqueness effect of the-NPSG using the following lexical entry:

(13) a. JtheK “ λPxe,ty.ιxerP pxqs

b. Jthe boyK “ ιxerboypxqs

But, this lexical entry is too strong for the-NPPL:

(14) a. [Pointing to two boys.] “I know the boys.”
b. Jthe boysK “ ιxer*boypxqs ???
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• Uniqueness as a consequence of maximality:

– ‘the-NP’ denotes the maximal element in the extension of the NP-complement, and presupposes
the existence of this element. (y ď x means that y is a part of x)

(15) JtheK “ λPxe,ty.DxrP pxq ^ @yrP pyq Ñ y ď xss.

ιxrP pxq ^ @yrP pyq Ñ y ď xss

– With two relevant boys Andy and Billy, the set denoted by the singular noun boy contains two
atomic elements who are atomic boys, but this set doesn’t have a maximal member.

(16) a. JtheKptauq “
b. JtheKpta, b, a‘ buq “
c. JtheKpta, buq is undefined

• Discussion: How can we capture the infelicity of the following sentence?

(17) [Pointing to four boys] “# I know the two boys.”
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